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Abstract: The spatiotemporal variations and mechanisms of the ionospheric storms over the American
sector during the August 2018 geomagnetic storm are investigated. One positive and one negative
ionospheric storm occurred in North America and two positive storms were observed in South
America. The ionosphere showed prominent hemispheric asymmetries during the four storms. The
maximum VTEC (vertical total electron content) variation was more than 15 TECU during the positive
storms and about −10 during the negative storm. The GUVI (Global Ultraviolet Imager) oxygen
(O) to nitrogen (N2) column density ratio (∑O/N2) and SuperDARN (Super Dual Auroral Radar
Network) polar cap potential results showed that the electric field variations played a decisive role in
generating the North American negative storm while the thermspheric composition changes were
responsible for the North American positive storm and the two South America positive storms.
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1. Introduction

Due to the impacts on radio communications, satellite navigation, and space craft,
the studies of ionospheric disturbances during geomagnetic storms have been carried out
for several decades [1–6]. When the high-speed interplanetary plasma passes the Earth
with southward Bz component, a large amount of energy from the magnetosphere and
solar wind is conveyed into the Earth’s ionosphere and thermosphere [7–11]. Ionospheric
electron density variations during the geomagnetic storms—compared to quiet time—can
increase and decrease, which are referred to as “positive” [12–18] and “negative” [19–22]
ionospheric storms, respectively.

The ionosphere is affected by a number of externally and internally driven dynamic
and electrodynamic processes. During geomagnetic storms, electric fields are strongly
significantly enhanced by a strong southward interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) point
from dawn to dusk across the polar cap. The dawn-to-dusk electric fields can penetrate to
middle and low latitudes. On the dayside, the eastward prompt penetration electric fields
(PPEFs) cause plasma vertical drift along the geomagnetic field lines, and the lifted plasma
accumulates due to the lower recombination rate at high altitudes and generates VTEC
enhancements [12,23]. In addition, PPEFs can penetrate into low latitude and enhance the
fountain effect, and the Equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA) crest would shift to higher
latitudes and cause plasma density enhancements [16,17,24]. The equatorward neutral
wind induced by Joule and particle heating at the auroral area can also push ionospheric
plasma upward along magnetic lines and cause positive variations [14,25].

In addition to the electrodynamic coupling of the solar wind/magnetosphere/ionosphere,
the chemical processes between thermosphere and ionosphere can also disturb the plasma
density [26]. When there is a geomagnetic storm, the bottom thermosphere at high latitudes
expands due to Joule and participate heating. The upwelling transports heavier species from
the lower thermosphere to higher altitudes and increases the relative abundance of heavier
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species. The increase and decrease in molecular nitrogen (N2) cause negative and positive
ionospheric variations. In addition, the equatorward neutral wind surge can drive a westward
wind component due to the Coriolis force, generating disturbance dynamo electric fields
(DDEFs) [20,27,28] in the mid- and low-latitude ionosphere, which is opposite to that of the
ambient zonal fields at the equator, which results in negative ionospheric effects.

A weak coronal mass ejection (CME) arrived at the Earth on 25 August 2018 and
unexpectedly caused a major geomagnetic storm. Using multi-instrument approach from
the solar surface to the Earth, Akala, et al. [29] analyzed the solar origins and suggested that
the G3 geomagnetic storm was generated by an aggregation of weak coronal mass ejection
(CME) transients and corotating interaction regions/high speed streams (CIR/HSSs). Dur-
ing the main and the recovery phases of the storm, prominent hemispheric asymmetries in
the thermosphere and ionosphere were observed by GNSS VTEC, Swarm, and Global Ul-
traviolet Imager (GUVI) [30]. Bolaji et al. [31] compared different longitudinal ionospheric
response to the geomagnetic storm and found that the fountain effect was restrained and
enhanced during the main phase in the American and Asian/Australian sector, respectively.
By using observations from multi-instruments, including GNSS, ionosondes, and satel-
lites, Blagoveshchensky and Sergeeva [32] investigated the ionospheric response to this
storm over the European sector. The results showed that the F2 layer was under a positive
disturbance at mid and low latitudes during the main phase, while the recovery phase
was dominated by a negative response. Mansilla and Zossi [33] analyzed the variations
of foF2, hmF2, and TEC during the storm and suggested that foF2 showed decreases at
equatorial and low latitudes and small increases at mid-latitudes. Using various parameters
including TEC, geomagnetic field, and O/N2, [34] investigated ionospheric and magnetic
signatures at low latitudes and midlatitudes during this storm. The results showed that the
storm-induced thermospheric wind mainly affected dayside and duskside sectors, and the
partial ring current (PRC) played an important role in ionospheric currents.

Although the origin of this storm and ionospheric response over different sectors have
been investigated in previous studies, the evolution processes of different storms driven by
different mechanisms over similar magnetic longitude are still unrevealed. In this study, a
detailed spatiotemporal investigation and comparison of three positive and one negative
ionospheric storms over the American sector are presented. Based on VTEC observations
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Haystack Observatory, the evolution
and percentage variation of four storms are analyzed. Observations from GUVI and
SuperDARN are also used to investigate the drivers of these four ionospheric storms.

2. Data and Methodology
2.1. Geomagnetic Environment Indices

Geomagnetic indices were downloaded from Coordinated Data Analysis Web (https:
//cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/cdaweb/sp_phys/) (accessed on 22 August 2022). IMF Bz and By
components are in geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates. The time resolution
of IMF By, Bz, Auroral electrojet (AE), and Dst indices is 5 min. The intervals of Kp and
F10.7 indices are 3 h and 1 day, respectively.

2.2. GNSS VTEC

The global GNSS VTEC data obtained from Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Haystack Observatory Madrigal is used in this study. The spatial resolution is 1◦ × 1◦

(latitude by longitude) and the temporal resolution is 5 min. The VTEC were generated by
using GNSS data from more than 8000 receivers around the world and the detailed GNSS
data processing algorithms were described in [35,36].

2.3. Thermospheric ∑O/N2 Composition

The ∑O/N2 composition observation was measured by the Global Ultraviolet Imager
(GUVI) on board the Thermosphere, Ionosphere, Mesosphere Energetics and Dynamics
(TIMED) satellite. The GUVI instrument measures a narrow swath of far ultraviolet airglow
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from the upper atmosphere during the dayside spacecraft passages. The altitude of TIMED
orbit is 625 km and the inclination is 74◦ [37].

2.4. Polar Cap Potential Map

To analyze the contributions from electric field to the ionospheric response, the polar
cap potential map from Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) is used in
this study. The network consists of more than 30 low-power high-frequency (HF) radars
over mid-latitudes and polar regions. The polar cap potential map is derived from the
line of sight plasma velocity measurements with a spherical harmonic model over high
latitudes [38].

3. Results
3.1. Event Overview

Figure 1 shows the geomagnetic conditions from 23 to 27 August in 2018. The vertical
black line denotes the time of the CME arrival at 02:45 UT on 25 August [31]. In Figure 1a,
IMF By increased gradually from 15:30 UT on 25 and reached 18.2 nT at ~09:00 UT on
26 August. Bz turned southward at ~15:20 UT on 25 August and decreased to −16 nT at
05:00 UT on 26 August. There were several fluctuations in Bz from ~10:00 UT to ~21:00 UT.
During the time period when Bz turned from negative to fluctuations, the AE index
increased from ~100 nT to ~2500 nT and also oscillated after the peak (Figure 1b). Kp
increased from 1.7 at 15:00 UT on 25 August to 7.3 at 07:00 UT on 26 August and reduced
to 1.3 at 01:00 UT on 27 August. As shown in Figure 1c, the Dst index started to gradually
descend from ~17:30 UT on 25 August and reached the minimum of −207 nT at 05:00 UT
on 26 August. The F10.7 index was between 70 and 75 during 25–27 August.
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Figure 1. Geomagnetic conditions from 23 to 28 August in 2018. (a) IMF components of Bz and By in
geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates. (b) the Auroral electrojet (AE) and Kp indices.
(c) The F10.7 and Dst indices. The vertical black line denotes the arrival time of CME. The horizontal
dashed line denotes zero value.
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During the geomagnetic storm from 25 to 27 August, four ionospheric storms were
observed by GNSS VTEC over the American sector. Figure 2 presents the VTEC difference
distribution over the American sector between storm days (25–27 August) and the quiet
day (23 August). At 22:00 UT on 25 August, a positive ionospheric storm occurred over
the North American sector from ~20◦ N to 55◦ N, while no obvious VTEC variation was
observed in South America. In Figure 2b, a positive storm was observed at 14:00 UT on
26 August over South America. At 02:00 UT on 27 August, a negative storm dominated
North America while there was small positive ionospheric disturbance in South America.
The fourth storm appeared around 16:00 UT on 27 August over South America. The
ionospheric response in the American sector showed significant hemispheric asymmetries
during the geomagnetic storm.
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Figure 2. VTEC difference distribution over American sector between storm days (25−27 August)
and quiet day (23 August).

The information for the four ionospheric storms is summarized in Table 1. For the
convenience of expression, the four storms are named as storm-1, storm-2, storm-3, and
storm-4.
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Table 1. List of four ionospheric storms.

Region Time Variation Name

North America 16:00 25 August–06:00 26 August Positive storm-1

South America 09:00 26 August–18:00 26 August Positive storm-2

North America 23:30 26 August–04:30 27 August Negative storm-3

South America 11:00 27 August–21:00 27 August Positive storm-4

3.2. Storm-1

Figure 3 gives the spatiotemporal evolutions of the VTEC difference during storm-1.
The VTEC enhancement appeared at 16:00 UT on 25 August in the north of the North
American sector with a magnitude about 4 TECU. From 18:00 to 22:00 UT, the enhancement
region expanded from ~50◦ N to low latitude and the magnitude increased to ~15 TECU. At
02:00 UT on 26 August, the coverage of the positive storm decreased, and storm enhanced
density (SED) and mid-latitude trough (MIT) structures were observed around 45◦ N. From
04:00 to 06:00 UT, the VTEC enhancement further decreased.
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To investigate the latitudinal and temporal variations of storm-1, the latitude/time
variation of VTEC difference and relative VTEC difference at 110◦ W from 15◦ N to 60◦

N are given in Figure 4. As we can see in Figure 4a, the VTEC enhancement started from
60◦ N and expanded to lower latitudes gradually. The magnitude maximum of VTEC
enhancement was ~15 TECU, which appeared from 22:00 UT on 25 to 02:00 UT on 26 August
below 30◦ N. Figure 4b depicts the relative VTEC difference during the positive storm.
Different from the magnitude distribution of VTEC difference, the maximal percentage
difference was between 30 and 55◦ N from 20:00 UT on 25 to 01:00 UT on 26 August, which
exceeded 200%.
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Figure 4. Latitude/time variation of (a) VTEC difference and (b) relative VTEC difference of the
Storm-1 from 15◦ N to 60◦ N at 110◦ W.

3.3. Storm-2

The spatiotemporal evolutions of storm-2 are given in Figure 5. At 09:00 UT on
26 August, no ionospheric disturbance was observed over the South American sector. The
VTEC enhancement appeared first appeared in the northeast of South America. The VTEC
enhancement extended to the whole South American sector from 10:00 UT to 14:00 UT and
the magnitude increased to more than 15 TECU. At 16:00 UT, the enhancement decreased
at low latitudes and there was no significant VTEC enhancement when the time came to
18:00 UT.

Figure 6 shows the latitude-time variation of VTEC difference and relative VTEC
difference of storm-2 at 50◦ W. The VTEC enhancement appeared at ~10◦ N and ~45◦ S
at 11:00 UT on 26 August and expanded to 20◦ S. As shown in Figure 6a, the latitudinal
propagation direction of the positive storm was from low and high latitudes to middle
latitudes. There were two salient VTEC enhancements which appeared at ~13:00 UT and
15–17:00 UT with the maximal magnitude of more than 15 TECU. In Figure 6b, the relative
VTEC difference below 15◦ S was about 100%. The percentage of VTEC difference exceeded
200% from 11:00 to 14:00 UT between 20 and 45◦ S.
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3.4. Storm-3

Figure 7 shows the distribution of VTEC difference during storm-3. VTEC depletion
was first observed in the south and northeast of the North American sector from 00:30 UT
on 27 August. At 01:30 UT, the negative storm covered most of the region of North America
between 30 and50◦ N except the northwest region, and the maximum magnitude was
~10 TECU. From 02:30 UT to 04:30 UT, the VTEC depletion decayed gradually.
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The latitude/time variation of VTEC difference and relative VTEC difference of storm-
3 at 90◦ W are presented in Figure 8. As we can see in Figure 8a, there was prominent VTEC
depletion at low latitudes before the negative storm. The negative disturbance extended
from both 30◦ N and 60◦ N to 40◦ N. The time period of the negative storm was from
00:00 UT to 04:30 UT on 27 August and the maximum magnitude was about −10 TECU.
In Figure 8b, the relative VTEC difference showed similar magnitude of −60% at low and
middle latitudes. Due to the small VTEC background, the relative VTEC difference reached
about 100% between 40 and 55◦ N from 02:00 UT to 05:00 UT, while there was no obvious
VTEC reduction after 04:00 UT in absolution VTEC difference.
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Figure 8. Latitude/time variation of (a) VTEC difference and (b) relative VTEC difference of storm-3
from 15◦ N to 60◦ N at 90◦ W.

3.5. Storm-4

Figure 9 gives the spatiotemporal evolutions of storm 4. This storm exhibited similar
evolution to storm 1. At 11:00 UT on 27 August, VTEC enhancement first occurred in the
northeast of South America with a magnitude of ~5 TECU. Then, the positive variation
expanded from east to west with the magnitude increasing. Between 15:00 and 17:00 UT,
the positive storm effect covered most of South America and the maximum magnitude was
more than 15 TECU. The VTEC enhancement decayed from 17:00 to 19:00 UT, and only
sporadic positive and negative disturbances were observed over the South American sector
at 21:00 UT.

Figure 10 shows the latitude/time variation of the VTEC difference and relative VTEC
difference of storm-4 at 50◦ W. As shown in Figure 10a, the positive storm started at
~12:0 UT on 27 August and ended at 19:00 UT. The VTEC enhancement first appeared
at low latitudes and extended to higher latitudes. Most of the VTEC increase was about
12 TECU. In Figure 10b, the relative VTEC difference below 25◦ S was about 90%. During
13:00–16:00 UT, the relative VTEC difference between 40 and 25◦ S reached ~180%.
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3.6. ∑O/N2 and Polar Cap Potential Results

Figure 11 shows the ∑O/N2 comparisons between the quiet day (left column) and
storm days (right column). The rows from the top to the bottom correspond to the North
American positive, South American positive 1, North American negative, and South
American positive 2 ionospheric storms, respectively. Similar to Figure 11, Figure 12
shows the polar cap potential comparisons between the quiet day (left column) and storm
days (right column).

During storm-1, the ∑O/N2 ratio was slightly larger than quiet time (Figure 11(a1,a2)).
At the same time, the high latitude convection on 25 August expanded and the cross-polar
potential was much larger than that on 23 August. The electric field played decisive role in
generating storm-1 while the thermospheric composition could also have contributed to that.

As shown in Figure 11(b1,b2), the ∑O/N2 ratio for South America (09:00–19:00 UT on
26 August) increased significantly compared with the quiet time. In Figure 12(b1,b2), the
polar cap potential map over the magnetic south pole did not expand and the cross-polar
potential even decreased. Different from storm-1, storm-2 should be mainly induced by the
thermospheric composition variations.

In Figure 11(c1,c2), an ∑O/N2 reduction was observed by GUVI, which was related
to storm-3. Compared to quiet time, the high latitude electric field over the magnetic
north pole expanded at 02:00 UT on 27 August, but the cross-polar cap potential decreased.
Further investigation of the relationship between storm-3 and the high latitude electric
field is needed.

During storm-4, the ∑O/N2 ratio increased from ~0.5 (quiet time) to ~0.7 over the
southern hemisphere. The polar cap potential map over the magnetic south pole expanded
but no cross-polar cap potential enhancement occurred. The thermospheric composition
variation was responsible for storm-4.
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4. Discussion

Akala et al. [29] studied the solar origin of this storm by using multi-instrument
observations from the solar surface to the Earth. Their results showed that the storm was
induced by a combination of weak CME transients and CIR/HSSs. Electrical currents
driven by solar wind penetrated down into the ionosphere and generated PPEFs. During
geomagnetic storms, the ionosphere is affected by several factors including electric field,
thermosphere composition, and thermospheric neutral wind.

As we can see in Figure 2, prominent hemispheric asymmetries were observed over
the American sector during the 25–27 August geomagnetic storm. Astafyeva et al. [30]
suggested that seasonal asymmetry in neutral mass density and ionospheric plasma density
distributions, along with geomagnetic field asymmetries, played essential roles in the
hemispheric asymmetries of ionospheric response. When a positive or negative ionospheric
storm appeared in the North American sector, the ionosphere over South America was
relatively quiet and vice versa. The background thermospheric neutral wind can influence
the ionospheric response to geomagnetic storm significantly. In the summer hemisphere
(North America), the quiet time neutral wind is equatorward on the dayside, which is
in the same direction with the wind surges. In the winter hemisphere (South America),
the background neutral wind opposes the storm induced wind surges. Thus, the neutral
wind disturbances in the summer hemisphere are easier to propagate from high latitudes
to middle and low latitudes than in the winter hemisphere. In addition, the difference in
thermospheric composition and displacement between magnetic and geographic latitude
can also contribute to the hemispheric asymmetries during the storm.

Using average value of ∑O/N2 for an orbit over each mid- and low-latitudes region,
Younas et al. [39] found ∑O/N2 enhancement at the northern low latitudes on 26 August,
which reached a maximum at 07:00UT with a 23% rise. In Figure 11, compared with the
observations on 23 August, there was no significant enhancement over the North American
sector. The ∑O/N2 increase might occur at other longitudes.

According to Figures 11 and 12, storm-1 was dominated by PPEFs. The VTEC enhance-
ment propagated from high latitudes to middle and low latitudes (Figure 4). However,
storm-2 and storm-4, which were induced by thermospheric composition changes, exhib-
ited different propagation direction. The VTEC enhancement expanded from east to west
in the longitudinal direction. Although these positive storms were driven by different
mechanisms, their magnitudes were similar (~15 TECU).

Storm-3 was generated by O/N2 decrease over the North American sector, which
was similar to the two positive storms occurring in the South American sector (storm-2
and storm-4). However, the VTEC depletion during storm-3 extended from high and low
latitudes to mid-latitudes simultaneously, and the absolute maximum magnitude was
10 TECU, which was smaller than storm-2 and storm-4.

5. Conclusions

Three positive ionospheric storms and one negative ionospheric storm were induced
by the 25–27 August 2018 geomagnetic storm over the American sector. The GNSS VTEC,
GUVI ∑O/N2, and SuperDARN polar potential map observations were used to investigate
the spatiotemporal variations and mechanisms of these storms.

The VTEC enhancement propagated from high latitudes to middle and low latitudes
during the storm-1, and SED and MIT structures were also observed. During the two South
American positive storms, the VTEC enhancement both propagated from east to west in
the longitudinal direction. The maximum magnitudes of VTEC differences during storm-2
and storm-4 were more than 15 TECU, and the relative VTEC enhancement exceeded 200%.
The VTEC depletion during storm-3 extended from both the northeast and south of North
America. The maximum magnitude of VTEC difference was about -10 TECU, and the
relative VTEC depletion was about −100%.

During storm-1, the high latitude convection expanded and the cross-polar potential
was much larger than that on quiet day. The ∑O/N2 ratio values also slightly increased.
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PPEFs played decisive role in generating storm-1 while the thermospheric composition
could also contributed to that.

Comparing with quiet time, the ∑O/N2 ratio during the storm-2 increased signifi-
cantly while the polar cap potential map over the magnetic south pole did not expand and
the cross-polar potential even decreased. Different from storm-1, storm-2 should be mainly
induced by the thermospheric composition variations.

In storm-3, an ∑O/N2 reduction was observed by GUVI. Compared to quiet time, the
high latitude electric field over the magnetic north pole expanded at 02:00 UT on 27 August,
but the cross-polar cap potential decreased. Thermspheric composition changes should be
responsible for storm-3.

During storm-4, the ∑O/N2 ratio increased from ~0.5 to ~0.7 over the southern
hemisphere. The polar cap potential map over the magnetic south pole expanded, but
no cross-polar cap potential enhancement occurred. The driver of storm-4 was similar
to storm-2.
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